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ct. Herz, Duby and Vigw! [9] wnjectured that every hyguhamiltonian 
3 5. In the present note hypohamil tonian graphs of girth 3 and 4 are dewribed. Alsa two con- 
jectur~s on hypahtimiItoni;in graphs made by Bone@ and Chva”d, respectkply, are disproved. 

e adopt the notation and terminology of Harary [$] with tile modifi- 
cations that the terms verlkes and ec&~ ze here used instead of the 
terms padnts and lines, respectively, in f 8 1. The set of verti 
tively edges, of the graph G is deno’ted by k’(G), respective 
edl;l,e joining the vertices ,I: and y is denoted by (x, y) and ( y, .x) and 
the!! degree of x in G is e;le:noted by d(x, G j, 

ph G is hy~utta;-rz~~~~n~~~~ if and only if G is not 
errtexdeieted subgraph G -- u is Hamiltonian. 

graphs were first studied by Sousseiier (see [ 1 z 21) who a 
thirrgs proved at the Petersen graph is the smallest 
and Vigue” [ 9 ] ved that: there exists no hypohamiltonian graph *G&h 
11 or 12 vertices. Infinite 



ctures hawe been made concerning the strw- 
phs. 

t G,, be disjoint graph. Ass WC G,, ,wpectively t&, wntains a 
T 9 ant! Idt xl, x2* x3, IrespectstPely 
f% t t.r, xiii, respectively~ ys. As;sume 
PW [4,~1.3Jp]) pointe:d out that G, 

f the edges (y l, yz), (_i-l, y3), (y2, jQ. We assume that 
s at least six vertices, i et G denote the gralph obtained 

;ly identifying the vfiertices x I, yI. 
a vertex z2 and vertices 

ition is illustrated i 12, Fig. 11. 

is the Pctewn gralph is skwn in Fig. f . In 

a wte.x&ked sa 
as subgraphs of 

provided G f is hypoham j.l t Ionian. 
umen”rs we obtain the following stronger resuk 

,3, then for every z G V( 
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x3 x3 

Fig. 1. Replacement af x0 by tf vertex-deieted subgraph sf the Petersen graph. 

Proof. Wppose fiNi that G, is Hamiltonian. Let C be a Hamiltonian 
cycle oii G,, Then P, = C - x0 is a Hamiltonian path of HI connecting 
two of the verticcq, x2, x3 (x1 and x21 say), Since C, - y3 is 
Hamiltonian, C 2 -- y3 - y. = N, - y3 contains a Hamiltonian path P2 
connecting y I and y2. Then P, w P, is a Hamiltonian cycle df G. Sup- 
pose next that G is Hamiltonian and let C be a Hamiltonian cycle of G. 
C:= P, w Pz u P3, where P, is a zt - z2 path, P2 is a z2 - z3 path and 
Pl is %923 -- z1 path, Each of the paths Pi is a path of either fi$ or N, 
for i = I,?* 3. TWU of these paths are contained in Hi 9 where j = 1 or 

j = 2. Then tfi has a Hamiltonian path connecting two of the vertices 
zl* z2,, 23 and clrea.r& Gj is Hamiltonian. Since S2 is assumed ‘to be non 
Hotmiltonian, we have proved that G, is Hamiltonian and we have proved 
[a], If z” E V(I#,) - (zl, 22, 231, then, by (a), G -- z is Hamiltonian if arId 
only if C, - z is Hamiltonian since G‘ - 2 is obtaked from G, - z and 
G, in the same way as <T is obtained from G, and C,. Since 11, - yi 
(i = 1 9 21, 3) ha.s a Hamiltonian path connecting the two vertices of 
IVll Y2F Y31 -- CY(lt, clearly G - Zi is Hamiltonian if and only if G, - JC~ 
is Hami~tonian. This proves (b). If z E V(&), then H, - 2 ha.s a 
Ha&.ltonian path Pz connecting two of the vertices yl, y2,, y3 ( y1 and 
yz, say). l:f G, - xs is Hamiltonian, thear_ _.E!, - x3 mnrains a Hamiltonkan 
path 8, connecting x1 and x2 and P, u Pz is a Hamiltonian cycle of 
G- z, so (c)t holds. 



by 8 vertex-deleted sub- 
raph by c, and put 

C,) -- A,, G, -_ z is 
are mutually n 

G - A)? z, E V(G) 
iltoniart , therr alw : ; T 1 - - 4 -- 2, is r,ow- 

,nCainec!!i in C, then 6, - e 
ti3 %X that C, contailrrs a 

-_ d:, is rron+!amiItonian. If 
i :c1 @, we replace any vertex 

Pre ktessen graph and we put 
2 t ‘b .,., we obtain in a finite 
he assertion of the theorem. 

co . 

1 T iif is easy to see tM there exists a hypahamiltanian 
cle of length 4. L e; for k > 2, R, denote the graph 

S 
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a I;rypohamiitonian graph 
rcla’e mtG the gmpl~ in IF&. 4. 

9: 24, 26j, We shall show 

Suppme C contxhs the edges 
ins the edges %: 5 i 1’), C&23), (7, 6j3 (6, i)), 

22,23). BW 9~ :: contains [22,26) and (23,24) 
contains a cyck 3s ;a prop m&graph, whkh is 

symmet9fjr, C camm! mntain the edges (Z&3), (S,G). 
none of both ok” \ hi< edges ( 1,5), (2, 3)7 or, in atPAcr 

,, 2J3orttlepath.20, I,5,4,3, 
f the synmet~, C WI ,W&zitbrer none of both of thle 
7,2 I) and either nm::~ of bs?k of tk edges (22,26),, 

VW, easy to see &! tkr.is leads to a contradiction and 
is nott-Hamihtc;r;?iagl. 

9 2,23,22,26.:25,24,28,27,30,29, If, CL, 10, 
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